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“As for those poisonous people, all of them are walking dead, don’t worry.” The
voice fell, and everyone around nodded.
At this time, Wen Chou Chou also said with a smile, “This is a good method. In that
case, everyone should act quickly.”
Among the Zongmen masters present, many of them knew the Qimen formation, and
deployed a simple trapping formation. , not a problem at all.
Soon, under the leadership of Wen Chou Chou, the major sects began to deploy
trapped formations at the exit of the canyon.
……
this moment, the other side.
In the main altar of the Tiandao Alliance, Gong Ao sat in the main hall with a gloomy
face.
When she thought that Princess Dongling was about to marry Yue Feng, she couldn’t
change it, and she had to clean up the mess in Kyushu, Gong Ao had the urge to kill.
Originally, this had already made Gong Ao extremely annoyed. The news came just
now that the tens of thousands of elites led by Guo Dong encountered ancient
poisonous scorpions in the canyon near the Five Poison Sect.
Hearing this news, Gong Ao was even more furious.
“Report.”
At this moment, an elite of the Heavenly Dao Alliance walked in with a complicated face
and said respectfully, “There is new news from the Five Poison Sect!”
“Speak.” Gong Ao said with a gloomy expression on his face. .
The elite disciple took a deep breath and said slowly, “The Ouyang family has issued a
Jianghu order, and many sects in Kyushu have rushed to the vicinity of the Five Poison
Sect. It is said that they are deploying a trapping formation to trap the ancient poisonous
scorpion.
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”!
Hearing this news, Gong Ao’s eyes flashed a cold light, and he stared at the elite
disciple: “How many people have gone to the Ouyang family?”
“Before there were only Wen Chou Chou and Yue Wu Ya.” The elite disciple quickly
said: ” Later, the ancient poisonous scorpion happened, Wen Chou Chou called
everyone away, and I heard that Zhu Bajie, Chang’e and Shennong were also there.”
“Very good!”
Gong Ao laughed, unable to hide his inner feelings. Furious: “I didn’t kill the Ouyang
family last time, and I must not fail this time!”
Speaking of which, what Gong Ao has to do in the current situation is to retrieve the
magic mirror as soon as possible, and cooperate with the major sects to eliminate the
ancient poisonous scorpion.
However, when Yue Feng took away the princess, Gong Ao was so angry that he had
lost his mind.
Under the anger, Gong Ao stood up slowly and said word by word: “mobilize everyone
immediately and rush to the Five Poison Sect! Take this opportunity to completely
destroy the Ouyang family.”
“Yes!”
The elite disciple responded, Quickly walked out of the hall.
Whoa whoa whoa!
A few minutes later, nearly 200,000 members of the Heavenly Dao Alliance gathered
and marched in the direction of the Five Poison Sect.
…..
the other side.
Under the command of Wen Chou Chou, the masters of the various sects used stone
pillars to deploy a huge trapping formation, successfully trapping the ancient poisonous
scorpion and tens of thousands of poisonous people inside.
Speaking of which, the ancient poisonous head is very powerful, and it is very difficult to
trap it with the formation method, but the ugly and ugly people took advantage of the
time when the poisonous scorpion was dormant, so it was very smooth.

Whoa!
At the moment when the trapped formation was formed, whether it was Wen Chou
Chou, Zhu Bajie, and the various sects present, they all breathed a sigh of relief and
smiled.
Finally got it.
Without the threat of the ancient poisonous scorpion, you can rest assured to go to the
Five Poison Sect to catch Bai Yunfei.
Swish….
At this moment, I heard footsteps coming from the woods not far away, and there were
many people listening.
Everyone looked at it subconsciously and was stunned.
I saw that nearly 200,000 members of the Heavenly Dao Alliance came in a mighty
manner. In mid-air, a figure flew in the sky, and the golden armor on his body was
shining brightly, which was indescribably mighty and domineering.
It was Gong Ao.
“Heavenly Dao League is finally here.”
“Great, Bai Yunfei can’t fly now!”
Seeing Gong Ao and Tiandao League appear, the sect masters present couldn’t help
but talk.
They all thought that Gong Ao brought so many people to arrest Bai Yunfei. After all,
Bai Yunfei stole the magic mirror from the ghost world, which was a matter of Kyushu’s
safety. In addition, Bai Yunfei led out the ancient poisonous scorpion, and the Tiandao
League Guo Dong and tens of thousands of elites became poisonous people.
Wen Chou Chou secretly frowned.
Gong Ao brought so many people here at once, something was wrong.
Swish!
At this moment, Sun Dasheng on the side, his eyes were instantly blood red, and he
locked on Gong Ao.

When the enemy met, he was extremely jealous. Thinking of the death of his wife Li
Nan, Sun Dasheng was almost heartbroken.
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“The Great Sage!”
Feeling the anger of Sun Dasheng, Wen Chou Chou took a deep breath and whispered:
“Don’t be impulsive, this time we come to the Five Poison Sect to deal with Bai Yunfei.
When we learn about Bai Yunfei Son, let’s settle accounts with the Tiandao Alliance.”
“I know that your younger brother and sister’s death will be difficult for you, but you have
to put the overall situation first.”
Huh…
Hearing this, Sun Dasheng took a deep breath and suppressed his heart. ‘s anger.
“Everyone in the Tiandao Alliance obeys the order!”
At this time, hundreds of thousands of members of the Tiandao Alliance came to the
front, saw Gong Ao looking around, and then shouted: “Encircle everyone in the
Ouyang family.
” At that time, Gong Ao looked crazy, and he no longer had the sanity that a special
envoy of the God Domain should have.
“According to the order!” The
voice fell, and only hundreds of thousands of Tiandao League disciples were heard, and
the sound shook the sky, and then they rushed to surround the Ouyang family!
Mad!
Seeing this situation, whether it was Wen Chou Chou or Sun Dasheng, everyone was
shocked and furious.
Our Ouyang family has taken the overall situation into consideration and will not settle
accounts with the Tiandao Alliance for the time being.
what’s the situation?
At the same time, other surrounding sects also frowned secretly.
In particular, Zhu Bajie, Shennong, and several experts from Chang’e all had
dissatisfaction on their faces.

“Gong Ao…”
Finally, Wen Chou Chou reacted and said coldly to Gong Ao: “What do you mean? Do
you really think we are easy to bully?”
Sun Dasheng next to him also summoned the Heaven-Opening Axe.
Gong Ao was suspended in mid-air with a grim expression: “Stop talking nonsense,
today will not destroy your Ouyang family, I will never return to the realm of the gods!”
After
speaking, Gong Ao looked around and shouted at the other sects around him: “This is a
personal grievance between me and the Ouyang family. It has nothing to do with other
people. Quickly back
down!” “If anyone dares to help the Ouyang family later, my Gong Ao will destroy them!”
The
majestic voice spread throughout the audience, revealing a strong killing intent.
Crazy!
Hearing this, the expressions of the other sects present changed, each of them
trembled, and they were very dissatisfied.
You must know that the people who come here today are all famous sects from various
continents. Just say one, they have thousands of years of inheritance, so they have not
been merged into the Tiandao League.
Moreover, these sects and the Tiandao Alliance have always kept the water from the
well!
At this time, Gong Ao, who came from this God Realm, regarded them as ants.
How can this be tolerated? !
However, no one dared to stand up. After all, Gong Ao’s strength is obvious to all, very
strong.
“Oh, it’s so loud!”
At this moment, Zhu Bajie couldn’t bear it any longer, and walked out to look at Gong
Ao: “Even if you are a special envoy of the Divine Realm, you can’t go too far. You went
to the Ouyang family to make trouble last time. It’s a matter of time, and now we have to
kill them all. I want to ask, what kind of feud between you and the Ouyang family?”

“Hahaha, hahaha!”
Hearing this, Gong Ao’s eyes were blood red and he laughed wildly!
“What kind of hatred?”
Gong Ao tightly held the golden spear in his hand, anger rose in his heart, and his
whole body trembled: “Yue Feng deceived people too much and took away my love,
today, whoever stops it will die! My Gong Ao will surely die today. Destroy
the Ouyang family!” Take my love?
Hearing this, everyone around was stunned, and they all sighed with emotion.
This Yue Feng is okay, he even robbed Gong Ao’s beloved woman.
At the same time, Zhu Bajie was stunned for a moment, and then showed a smile.
Haha…. Brother Yue Feng is okay, he actually robbed the woman of this special envoy
of the God’s Domain, not bad.
Zhu Bajie is lecherous by nature, so he is naturally sensitive to women’s affairs.
Although he doesn’t know who Gong Ao’s love is at this time, but Yue Feng can take it
away, Zhu Bajie subconsciously supports Yue Feng in his heart.
With emotion, Zhu Bajie looked at Gong Ao with a half-smile but not a smile: “I thought
what was going on, but it turned out to be this, then it can only be said that you are
incompetent. Can you blame Yue Feng?”
Hu… The
voice fell . , many people around are laughing dumbly.
Chang’e on the side, with a bit of blush on her delicate face, said angrily to Zhu Bajie:
“I’m starting to speak out again.”
Shuh!
The surrounding snickers came, Gong Ao’s face was blue and white, and he was
almost furious.
“Everyone in the Tiandao Alliance listens to the order!” In the
next second, Gong Ao was too lazy to talk nonsense, and shouted loudly: “Get rid of
everyone in the Ouyang family. If you don’t keep any of them, whichever sect dares to
help, we will kill them together…”
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“Kill!” The
voice fell, and hundreds of thousands of members of the Tiandao Alliance shouted,
urging their inner strength and rushing towards the Wen Chou Chou crowd.
The howling sounded continuously, shaking the hearts of the people shaking!
Mad!
Looking at the members of the Tiandao Alliance who rushed up, Wen Chou Chou
clenched his fists tightly, this Gong Ao is really a lunatic, the original situation, went to
the Five Poison Sect to catch Bai Yunfei together, and found the magic mirror. The most
important thing, but this Gong Ao is not at all worried about the rules of the rivers and
lakes.
At this time, there are only tens of thousands of people in the Ouyang family here. How
can they stop the hundreds of thousands of members of the Tiandao Alliance?
Wen Chou Chou became more and more popular the more he thought about it.
The Ouyang family has a very high reputation in Kyushu, and now they are provoked by
the Heavenly Dao Alliance every three days, how can this be tolerated? Even if your
vitality is severely damaged today, you have to fight to the end!
“Everyone, since the Tiandao Alliance doesn’t follow any rules, we don’t need to talk
nonsense, kill me!” Wen Chouchou roared coldly, the voice fell, and the people of the
Ouyang family behind them all urged their internal strength to attack and fight with the
Tiandao Alliance. The crowd fought fiercely together.
“Gong Ao!”
At this moment, Sun Dasheng’s eyes were blood-red, he held the opening axe tightly
into the sky, and went straight to Gong Ao: “Return my wife’s life!”
Om!
In the howl, Sun Dasheng’s inner strength exploded, the opening axe was golden, and a
terrifying aura quickly enveloped Gong Ao.
Swish swish…
At the same time, Wen Chou Chou and other Ouyang clan masters also urged their
figures to besiege Gong Ao together with Sun Dasheng.

“Ah…”
For a time, the sound of the collision of weapons and the screams of both sides
constantly echoed between heaven and earth.
This…
Seeing this scene, the other sects around had complicated expressions, and then many
sects quickly retreated and watched from a distance. In the hearts of these sects, Gong
Ao is arrogant, but he is from the realm of the gods, powerful, and indeed has arrogant
capital.
However, not all sects stand idly by!
“Danzong disciple obey!”
At this moment, a handsome figure strode out, holding a white long spear: “Help the
Ouyang family to defend against the enemy!”
It was the Danzong sect master Zheng Chunqiu.
Zheng Chunqiu is Yue Feng’s best friend, he is bright and upright, how could he just
watch the Ouyang family be besieged by the Heavenly Dao Alliance?
“Hula!” The
voice fell, and all Danzong disciples responded in unison, then pulled out their weapons
and rushed to the crowd of Tiandao League.
At the same time, Ye Zhixin from Famous Sword Villa also shouted loudly: “The
Heavenly Dao Alliance is bullying others, but it always pretends to uphold the way of
heaven. It’s a big joke. The disciples of Famous Sword Villa obeyed the orders, helped
the Ouyang family, and defeated the powerful enemy. “
Follow the order!”
For a time, the disciples of the famous Sword Villa who were present responded one
after another, rushed into the battlefield one by one, and fought fiercely with the Tiandao
Alliance.
Mad!
Seeing Danzong and Mingjian Villa publicly helping the Ouyang family, Gong Ao’s face
was indescribably ugly, and the anger in his heart also rose.
This Yue Feng, there are really a lot of Hu Peng Dog Party.

But that’s fine, I’ll catch you all today.
Thinking of this, Gong Ao looked hideous, and sneered at Wen Chou Chou: “Even if you
have allies today, it will not change the fact that you are destroyed!”
Saying that, Gong Ao’s eyes fell on Sun Dasheng: “Don’t you want to avenge your wife?
I’ll give you this opportunity today, just in case you don’t have the ability, haha…”
Damn!
At this moment, Sun Dasheng’s eyes were blood red, and Gong Ao was directly
angered, and he roared: “You die for me!” The
voice fell, Sun Dasheng clenched the axe, and a golden beam erupted, rushing towards
Gong Ao.
To be honest, although Li Nan died at the hands of Guo Dong, Sun Dasheng knew that
it was Gong Ao who decided to exterminate the Ouyang family, so Gong Ao was the
culprit.
“Great Sage!”
Seeing this scene, Wen Chou Chou became anxious and shouted.
Wen Chou Chou was very thoughtful. He knew that Gong Ao was deliberately trying to
anger Sun Dasheng. You must know that a master is the most important thing in the
state of determination.
While exclaiming, Wen Chou Chou and other masters of the Ouyang family rushed up
to help Sun Dasheng besiege Gong Ao.
It’s just that Gong Ao is too strong. The two sides fought fiercely in mid-air for more than
ten minutes. Wen Chou Chou and Sun Dasheng were still unable to suppress Gong Ao.
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…
Seeing this scene, Chang’e, who was watching the battle below, had complicated eyes
and a bit of anxiety on her delicate face.
Since the death of Emperor Hou Yi, Chang’e has been indifferent to fame and fortune,
and does not want to participate in any battles in the arena, let alone offend the realm of
the gods, but she also does not want to watch the Ouyang family be wiped out.
Thinking to herself, Chang’e was about to mobilize her figure and join the battle.

“Niangniang!”
However, at this moment, Zhu Bajie stopped Chang’e and said with a smile: “You are
delicate and delicate, with golden branches and jade leaves. Let me, Lao Zhu, do this
kind of rough work.” With
that, Zhu Bajie said. He didn’t forget to blow a kiss to Chang’e, and then his figure rose
into the sky, helping Wen Chou Chou and the crowd to fight against Gong Ao.
Swish!
At this moment, Chang’e’s delicate face suddenly flushed red, and she glared at Zhu
Bajie, embarrassed and angry.
This Zhu Bajie really does not change his nature, and he still speaks in such a serious
manner.
…
on the other side, God’s Domain.
In Yuyao Xianyuan.
In the elegant and luxurious room, Yue Feng sat there with a bitter face.
Since being named Jade Dragon Consort, Yue Feng has been locked in the room, and
the Nine Heavens God has also sent a lot of divine soldiers to guard them strictly. It can
be said that Yue Feng has been completely restricted from freedom.
call!
At this time, looking at the dozen or so divine soldiers guarding there outside the door,
Yue Feng wanted to cry without tears.
One day has passed, and not only did he not get the glazed water, he also did the Duke
of Zhou’s ceremony with Princess Dongling by accident, and he wanted to get married.
I don’t know if Brother Wen and the others are in a hurry.
“Princess?”
“Go away…”
Just when Yue Feng was secretly anxious, he heard a conversation coming from
outside the door.

Squeak!
The next second, the door was suddenly opened, and then, Princess Dongling broke in
with a frosty face. The magic soldiers outside the door all looked embarrassed, and
everyone dared to stop them.
Seeing Princess Dongling, Yue Feng was stunned.
What is this for?
“Yue Feng!”
Just as Yue Feng was muttering to himself, Princess Dongling closed the door, then
walked straight over, and asked coldly, “I ask you, what’s going on here?
” Jade hand raised, holding a short sword tightly, her beautiful face was full of killing
intent: “If you can’t explain it clearly today, I will destroy your primordial spirit and make
you never live forever!”
When he said this, In Princess Dongling’s eyes, she couldn’t hide her disgust and
doubts.
This day, Princess Dongling couldn’t understand why Jiutian God and Empress Hua
Zhao wanted to marry her to Yue Feng. The one who was in her own bedroom was
obviously Gong Ao. Why did the mother insist that it was Yue Feng?
What the hell!
Looking at the short sword in Princess Dongling’s hand, Yue Feng’s heart skipped a
beat, then he pretended to be very calm, and said with a smile, “What do you want to
know about the princess?”
“Are you still pretending to be garlic?” Princess Dongling was angry. , Jiao shouted: “My
mother insisted that you were in my bedroom and had a tryst with me, please explain it
to me.”
Huh….
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s expression suddenly became complicated, and he felt funny at
the same time.
It turns out that this Princess Dongling, I still don’t know, was my fake Gong Ao at that
time.
However, Princess Dongling is now in a fit of anger. If she said it, she would not dare to
imagine the consequences.

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng smiled and said, “Who knows? Maybe Your Majesty
and the Empress are trying to match us up.”
Shuh! Princess Dongling
‘s face flushed instantly, and she said angrily, “Stop talking nonsense to me, who do you
think you are? How could the royal father and the queen marry us both?”
In the position of Yue Feng Yuanshen: “Will you say it? If you don’t say it, I will do it.”
Nima!
Seeing that Princess Dongling was really coming, Yue Feng was startled, and quickly
said: “Okay, I said, don’t get excited…”
With that, Yue Feng told the truth.
To be honest, Yue Feng didn’t want to say anything, but the primordial spirit was sealed
by the Nine Heavens God. At this time, there was no power to fight back against
Princess Dongling. .
What?
Knowing the situation, Princess Dongling’s delicate body trembled, her eyes fixed on
Yue Feng, and she was shocked and angered beyond words.
It turns out… I saw Gong Ao before, and it was Yue Feng who faked it…
Smack!
In anger, Princess Dongling raised her jade hand and slapped Yue Feng fiercely, her
eyes full of shame and contempt.
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“You are such a despicable and shameless villain who tarnishes the innocence of this
princess. The master is really blind, so he will seal you as the Nine Heavens Profound
Sage.” Princess Dongling said coldly, with deep disgust in her tone.
In anger, Jiaozhu couldn’t stop shaking.
When she thought about her intimate relationship with Yue Feng, Princess Dongling
was even more disgusting.
This slap directly blinded Yue Feng.

Hearing what Princess Dongling said at this time, Yue Feng was both angry and funny,
and said angrily: “Princess Dongling, you are a little unreasonable. I faked Gong Ao, the
main purpose is to use colored glaze to purify water, who is it? I knew that you would be
dragged to the bedroom to drink…”
“Also, you were drunk and had to do something with me… I resisted!”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s eyes I couldn’t help looking up and down Princess
Dongling.
I have to say that although this Princess Dongling is a bit stubborn and willful, her figure
and appearance are incomparably perfect.
Especially when he thinks of the scene that night, Yue Feng is even more memorable.
“Shut up…”
Princess Dongling’s body trembled with anger, and she could barely hold the dagger.
This Yue Feng is so shameless, taking advantage of himself, and talking nonsense, he
clearly likes Gong Ao, but now, he wants to marry this scum.
For a time, Princess Dongling was in so much pain that she was reluctant to accept this
matter.
Princess Dongling became angrier the more she thought about it, she bit her lip so hard
that she was about to bleed.
“Yue Feng, go to hell!” In the
next second, Princess Dongling let out a coquettish cry, clenched her dagger tightly,
and stabbed towards Yue Feng Yuanshen’s position.
What the hell!
Yue Feng was startled, and hurriedly dodged to the side, shouting at the same time:
“Princess, this is the end, it’s useless for you to kill me. Your Majesty and Empress have
already decided on our marriage, you kill me, yours Innocent can’t come back, and your
Majesty and Empress will also be shamed…”
Phew…
After hearing this, Princess Dongling’s dagger stopped there and calmed down at the
same time.
Yes, what if you kill Yue Feng yourself? Something has happened.

At this time, Yue Feng took a deep breath and said slowly: “Princess, you don’t want to
marry me anyway, and I also need to get the Liuli purified water to return to Kyushu as
soon as possible, why don’t you think of a way to help me get the Liuli Clean the water,
then let me go.”
“At that time, even if I run away from the marriage, it doesn’t matter to you.”
When he said this, Yue Feng had a serious face, while secretly observing the change in
Princess Dongling’s expression.
Princess Dongling didn’t respond and fell into contemplation.
For a while, the room was silent, and the atmosphere became somewhat subtle.
“Okay!”
Finally, after a few minutes, Princess Dongling made up her mind and said to Yue Feng,
“I can help you get the colored glaze water and help you escape, but there is one
condition!”
When she said this, Princess Dongling’s delicate face was full of complexity.
“Princess please speak!” Yue Feng said quickly.
Princess Dongling put away the short sword and said word by word, “When you go back
to Kyushu, take me to Gong Ao.”
She thought about it, this marriage contract was a big misunderstanding, since Yue
Feng was going to run away from the marriage, she Why not take this opportunity to
find Gong Ao?
this….
Hearing this condition, Yue Feng pondered for a while, then nodded and said: “Okay!”
Princess Dongling stopped talking nonsense: “I will help you to get the glazed water
now, you are waiting for me here.”
Saying, Princess Dongling thought of something, her delicate face showed a bit of
blush, and said coldly: “Yue Feng, you’d better forget what happened in my bedroom
before, let’s just pretend that nothing happened, if If you dare to speak out, I will never
forgive you.”
After saying this, Princess Dongling turned around and left.

To be honest, the innocence is gone. Princess Dongling really wants to kill Yue Feng,
but if she does, it will definitely cause an uproar in the Divine Realm. Moreover, she still
needs to rely on Yue Feng to go to Kyushu to find Gong Ao, so it is better for now.
Leave him alone.
Haha…
Watching Princess Dongling leave, Yue Feng showed a smile and felt relieved.
Great, now with Princess Dongling’s help, you don’t have to worry about the colored
glaze water purification.
…
On the other side, the Kyushu Continent!
On the hillside a few miles away from the Five Poison Sect, the fierce battle between
the Tiandao Alliance and the Ouyang family continued.
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saw that the entire hillside had been dyed red with blood. Under the fierce battle
between the Tiandao Alliance and the Ouyang family, the disciples of both sides fell into
a pool of blood one by one!
The two sides have been fighting here for three days and three nights!
During these three days, the Ouyang family continued to suffer casualties. There were
originally tens of thousands of people, but after three days of fierce battles, there were
only less than 3,000 left.
On the Tiandao Alliance side, there are nearly 200,000 people.
With less than 3,000 people, the battle against nearly 200,000 people is completely a
man’s arm.
Speaking of which, although the Ouyang family has the famous Sword Villa, as well as
Danzong and Zhu Bajie to help, they still can’t stop the large number of allies in the
heavenly way. Even so, the Ouyang family is still gritted their teeth.
At this time, on a cliff a few hundred meters away from the battlefield, Bai Yunfei stood
there, with his hands behind his back, his face full of smiles, watching the fierce battle
between the two sides from a distance.

Behind him, Ji Hongshang and several disciples of the Five Poison Sect quietly guarded
there.
“Sect Master!”
At this time, Ji Hongshang couldn’t help but said: “The Heavenly Dao Alliance and the
Ouyang Family are fighting, do we want to intervene?”
Bai Yunfei shook his head and said with a smile: “No, the so-called ‘fighting with
mussels’ Let them fight, and when they both lose, let’s come out to clean up the mess.”
Said, Bai Yunfei’s smile gradually deepened: “This time, the Tiandao Alliance has really
helped me a lot, haha, successfully held off. After the Ouyang family, the two sides
fought here for three days and three nights, providing precious time for the Demon Lord
to escape from the sealed magic mirror.” At the
end, Bai Yunfei glanced at the sky.
Up to now, Your Excellency Mozun has been soaked in the blood pool of the secret
room for five days and five nights, and in another hour, he will be able to completely
escape from the sealed magic mirror.
Swish swish….
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As he was talking, he saw the night sky not far away, and several figures flew quickly.
The two women at the head, one graceful and charming, the other youthful and
energetic, are Nalan Qing, the suzerain of the Xia Yin Sect, and her daughter Nalan
Wushuang.
Behind their mother and daughter are the four elders Feng and Huo.
Bai Yunfei stole the magic mirror from the ghost world. There was a lot of rumors in the
entire Kyushu, and Xia Yinzong also got wind. In the past two days, he learned that the
Tiandao League and the Ouyang family were constantly fighting, so Na Lanqing
decided to come over have a look.
Um?
Nalanqing originally went to the battlefield to check the situation, but when he passed
the cliff, he saw a few Baiyun flying.
“Haha…”

Seeing Nalanqing, Bai Yunfei was also stunned, then squeezed out a smile and greeted
him: “Sect Master Nalan, stay safe.”
“Bai Yunfei, you are indeed hiding in the Five Poison Sect! “Nalanqing frowned lightly,
while talking, couldn’t help but look at Ji Hongshang behind Bai Yunfei: “I ask you, are
the rumors in the rivers and lakes true? Are you really the descendant of the devil? Left
the magic mirror?”
Nalanqing’s delicate face was full of solemnity when he asked these questions.
Speaking of which, Nalanqing originally admired Bai Yunfei very much, but recently
because of the sealing of the magic mirror, his views on Bai Yunfei have quietly
changed.
Although Xia Yinzong and Divine Realm are also incompatible, they also have their own
principles, that is, to ensure the peace of the Kyushu continent, but the devil is different,
it is an extremely evil existence.
Nalanqing thought about it, if Bai Yunfei is really the descendant of the devil as rumored
in the Jianghu, Xia Yinzong will immediately stop the alliance with Bai Yunfei.
This…
Facing the question, Bai Yunfei smiled wryly, and said hypocritically: “Sect Master
Nalan, you are a smart person, how can you believe those rumors?”
After speaking, Bai Yunfei said seriously: “I have indeed been to the ghost world, but I
haven’t. To snatch the magic mirror, but to investigate a big secret, and the Tiandao
Alliance deliberately made a big deal based on this matter, slandering me for stealing
the magic mirror, you know, my previous celebration in the Tiandao Alliance was great
It’s normal for Luo Jue to lose face at the banquet, and they deliberately smear me.”
When he said this, Bai Yunfei’s expression was serious, but his eyes flashed cunningly.
If others asked about this, Bai Yunfei would naturally be dismissive, but Nalanqing was
different. She was the Sect Master of the Xia Yin Sect, and her strength was
extraordinary.
Therefore, for unnecessary trouble, Bai Yunfei lied decisively and decided to temporarily
stabilize Nalanqing.
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Call!

Seeing what Bai Yunfei said was serious, Nalan sighed lightly and his expression
softened a lot.
It turned out that… Bai Yunfei’s snatch the magic mirror was deliberately spread by the
Tiandao Alliance.
To be honest, what Bai Yunfei said was full of loopholes, but Nalanqing rejected the
Divine Realm and the Heavenly Dao Alliance in his heart, so he believed what he said.
The next second, Nalanqing looked at the battlefield in the distance and continued to
ask: “I heard news that the Tiandao Alliance and the major sects came to the Five
Poison Sects to arrest you because of the magic mirror.”
“Since the purpose is the same, why did the Tiandao Alliance fight with the Ouyang
family again?”
Hehe…
Hearing this, Bai Yunfei showed a smile and said slowly: “The Tiandao Alliance and the
Ouyang family already have a grudge, and they started fighting when they met. It’s also
normal!”
Nalanqing disagreed, and said softly: “The Tiandao Alliance is very ambitious, and
wants to take this opportunity to attack the Ouyang family, establish its prestige, and
then further rule the Kyushu rivers and lakes.”
“No, the Tiandao Alliance must not be allowed to succeed! “
Speaking of the end, Na Lanqing was ready to join the battlefield to help the Ouyang
family deal with the Heavenly Dao Alliance.
However, before he could leave, he was stopped by Bai Yunfei: “Sect Leader Nalan,
don’t be impulsive.”
In Bai Yunfei’s heart, both the Tiandao Alliance and the Ouyang family are his own
enemies, and they want to lose both, so how can Nalanqing be allowed to go? Help the
Ouyang family?
“Why?” Nalan Qing frowned and couldn’t help asking.
Bai Yunfei thought about it for a while, then said with a smile, “Sect Leader Nalan is a
smart person. You should see that the situation in front of you is the best chance for Xia
Yinzong to become famous.”

“When both of them are defeated, we will show up again. At that time, not only will we
be able to severely damage the Tiandao Alliance, but the Xia Yinzong has also won
prestige among the major sects. Why not do it?”
Shuh!
Hearing this, Nalanqing’s delicate face suddenly became complicated. Bai Yunfei’s
words were also extremely harsh.
The next second, Nalanqing looked at Bai Yunfei up and down, and said seriously: “Bai
Yunfei, you may have misunderstood me, my Xia Yinzong really urgently needs to
establish prestige in the arena, but it must not be used in this way. “
Speaking, Nalan Qingyu raised his hand and pointed to the distant battlefield: “Whether
it is the Ouyang family or other sects, in the eyes of my Xia Yinzong, they are all the
same family in Jianghu. Now, they are besieged by the Tiandao Alliance. But you want
our Xia Yinzong to stand by and watch?”
These words were just words.
Uh…
At this moment, Bai Yunfei was very embarrassed and didn’t know how to respond.
“Sect Master!”
At this moment, Ji Hongshang, who was behind him, pulled Bai Yunfei quietly and said
in a low voice, “You can perceive Nalanqing’s physique.” The voice was so small that
only she and Bai Yunfei could hear it. arrive.
Although Ji Hongshang was the sect master of the Five Poisons Sect, but as Bai
Yunfei’s subordinate, he had no right to speak at this time, and had been secretly
observing Na Lanqing’s situation.
Soon, Ji Hongshang made an astonishing discovery.
Bai Yunfei frowned, originally a little unhappy, but he secretly sensed Nalanqing’s
situation. After sensing it, his heart was shocked.
This…
This Nalanqing turned out to be a pure yin body?
At this time, Bai Yunfei could clearly sense that Nalan Qing, just like Su Qingyan, was
an extremely rare body of pure yin.

After being stunned for two seconds, Bai Yunfei tilted his head to look at Ji Hongshang
with a question in his eyes.
Ji Hongshang took a deep breath and continued in a low voice: “Sect Master, since this
Nalanqing cannot be used by us, we should give her to Your Excellency Mozun first, as
you know, since Su Qingyan was imprisoned, we have not found her. The second
woman with a body of pure yin, Nalanqing in front of me, can’t miss the opportunity.”
Phew…
Hearing this, Bai Yunfei’s eyes flashed complexly, and he fell into deep thought.
Ji Hongshang was right. In the past few days, Bai Yunfei has been sending people to
look for the pure yang body and the pure yin body, but there is no clue at all.
Seeing that in half an hour, Your Excellency Mozun will be able to leave the magic
mirror. At that time, neither the body of pure yang nor the body of pure yin can be taken
out, and Lord Mozun must be furious.
Thinking of this, Bai Yunfei was heartbroken and decided to take Ji Hongshang’s
suggestion.
No one in Nalanqing could hear Bai Yunfei and Ji Hongshang’s whispered exchanges.
At this time, Nalan Qing, Nalan Wushuang, and a few elders were all focused on the
distant battlefield, and they discussed how to help the Ouyang family defend against the
Heavenly Dao Alliance.
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“Sect Master Nalan!”
At this time, Bai Yunfei showed a smile and said seriously: “Looking at the situation, the
Ouyang family can last for a while, we don’t need to worry for the time being.” After
speaking, Bai Yunfei’s face became solemn: “Speaking of which, I have a more
important matter, and I would like to ask Sect Leader Nalan for some advice.”
More important matter?
Nalanqing frowned slightly, and couldn’t help but say, “What is it?”
Bai Yunfei’s eyes flickered, and he pretended to say, “I broke into the ghost world
before and accidentally got something.”
“What?” successfully hung up.

Bai Yunfei looked serious: “What that thing is, I can’t tell for a while, but I can be sure
that it has a direct relationship with the Tiandao Alliance’s preparation to rule the
Kyushu Continent.”
When he said this, Bai Yunfei was serious, but his heart was full of gloomy.
Yes, he was going to guide Nalanqing to the secret room where the Demon Lord Gone
was. In order to avoid Nalanqing’s suspicion, he deliberately fabricated something that
was not there to arouse Nalanqing’s curiosity.
Bai Yunfei knew very well that Nalanqing dreamed of completely dismantling the
Heavenly Dao Alliance. As long as she talked about things related to the Heavenly Dao
Alliance, she would definitely be interested.
Sure enough, hearing these words, Nalanqing suddenly became interested, and her
beautiful face was full of urgency: “Where is that thing now?”
Bai Yunfei hurriedly said: “It’s in the Five Poison Sect.”
Nalanqing thought about it. Thinking, without hesitation: “Okay, please take me to see
it!”
Haha…
Seeing that she was successfully fooled, Bai Yunfei was very excited, but he did not
show it on his face.
At this time, Nalan Wushuang on the side was also inexplicably excited: “Mother, I am
going too!” How could I miss the big event related to the Tiandao Alliance?
Nalan Qing doted on Nalan Wushuang very much, and did not refuse, but nodded in
agreement.
Afterwards, Nalanqing instructed the elders Feng: “Several elders, you should continue
to observe the situation here. If there is a major change in the battlefield, notify me
immediately.”
“Follow!” Elder Feng nodded in succession .
Nalanqing nodded, and then went with Bai Yunfei towards the main altar of the Five
Poison Sect.
Soon, Bai Yunfei brought Nalanqing’s mother and daughter to the door of the secret
room.
Chamber of Secrets?

At this moment, seeing the environment in front of her, Nalan Qing frowned slightly and
was slightly stunned.
I saw that around the secret room, there were many elite disciples of the Five Poison
Sect guarding. Not only that, but there were also faint waves of evil aura in the secret
room.
“Bai Yunfei!”
After reacting, Nalan Qing couldn’t help but say: “That thing is in here?” When the
voice fell, Nalan Wushuang also frowned and couldn’t help saying: “Why does it feel so
evil inside. “
Hehe!
Bai Yunfei kept calm and smiled: “That thing was brought out from the ghost world, and
it has some gloomy atmosphere, which is normal.” After
speaking, Bai Yunfei opened the secret room and made a gesture of invitation: “Nalan
Palm The door, please.”
At this moment, Nalan Qing did not doubt and walked in slowly with Nalan Wushuang.
This….
at the moment of entering the secret room, whether it is Nalan Qing or Nalan
Wushuang, all of them tremble.
I saw that in the center of the huge secret room, there was a huge blood pool, and in the
surrounding corners, there were piles of white bones, and the air was filled with a strong
bloody smell, like hell.
Not only that, but in the blood pool, something rose and fell in the blood, flashing a
strange light.
It’s the magic mirror.
Today, the Demon Lord Gone is going to leave the Sealing Mirror, and this is the critical
period.
“This…what is this place?”
Finally, Nalan Wushuang reacted and couldn’t help but speak, and his voice trembled.

Nalanqing also recovered and was about to respond, but at this moment, Bai Yunfei,
who was following behind him, raised a sinister smile on the corner of his mouth, and
then he used the power to tap on several of Nalan Wushuang’s acupuncture points.
Papa…
In an instant, Nalan Wushuang’s delicate body shook, and he couldn’t move at all.
“You…”
Nalan Wushuang was embarrassed and angry, glaring at Bai Yunfei: “You liar, dare to
attack me!” He
was deceived!
At the same time, Nalanqing also understood something, glared at Bai Yunfei, and said
tenderly, “Bai Yunfei, what do you mean?”
Nalanqing was very angry at this time, but he never thought that Bai Yunfei not only lied
to himself , dare to take action on her daughter.
“Hehe…”
Bai Yunfei raised his mouth and said coldly, “Sect Master Nalan, isn’t that obvious?
What I told you before was false, in fact, I did steal the demon seal. The mirror is the
thing that floats and sinks in the blood pool.”
Chapter 3939
What?
Hearing this, Nalanqing was furious and shouted: “You devil in human skin, kill me!”
Om!
The voice fell, and a powerful aura burst out from Nalan Qing’s delicate body. He
clenched a silver long sword and flew straight towards the white clouds. In an instant,
the air in the entire secret room was distorted wherever the sword shadow passed.
Seeing Nalanqing burst out, Bai Yunfei looked relieved.
“Sect Master Nalan, don’t resist, you don’t have any chance when you enter this secret
room.”
Bai Yunfei said coldly, directly activating the power of the demon soul, a terrifying aura
erupted, and in an instant, the entire secret room was filled with evil spirits. breath.

Hiss…
such a strong breath!
At this moment, whether it was Nalan Qing or Nalan Wushuang, who was tapped on the
acupoint, they were all taken aback.
This Bai Yunfei is really insidious. He had been hiding his strength before, but at this
time, he finally showed his true colors.
“Om!”
Bai Yunfei didn’t talk nonsense, slowly raised his right hand, a palm shadow condensed,
and directly met Nalanqing’s erupting sword shadow, he heard a muffled sound, and the
sword shadow was instantly defeated.
At the same time, Nalanqing also groaned, and the whole person was shocked and flew
out, flying dozens of meters away, and finally hit the wall of the secret room and fell
down softly.
“Mother!”
Seeing this scene, Nalan Wushuang couldn’t help crying.
After that, Nalan Wushuang glared at Bai Yunfei: “Bai Yunfei, you bastard, we have no
grievances with you, why did you raid us, why…”
Facing Nalan Wushuang’s accusation, Bai Yunfei’s expression was indifferent and did
not respond.
The next second, Bai Yunfei walked towards Nalanqing step by step.
Papa..
When he got to the front, Bai Yunfei quickly shot and sealed several acupuncture points
on Nalanqing’s body. In an instant, Nalan Qing’s delicate body was shocked, her face
was pale, and she couldn’t move.
“Bai Yunfei!” Nalanqing was furious and stared at Bai Yunfei: “Why are you doing this?”
Why?
Bai Yunfei smiled slightly and said slowly: “Sect Master Nalan, I actually don’t want to
do this, but who told you to help the Ouyang family wholeheartedly? The so-called
friend of the enemy is my enemy, so I have no choice but to do this. .”

Bah!
Hearing this, Nalanqing was furious and couldn’t help spit.
This Bai Yunfei is too shameless, such a despicable method, it has to be said in a highsounding manner.
hum!
At this moment, the blood pool in front of him suddenly tumbled, and then, the magic
sealing mirror soaked in it slowly floated up, and at the same time, a blood-colored mist
filled the entire secret room.
In the next second, the blood mist slowly gathered, forming a vague figure.
It was the Demon Lord Gone.
Such a horrible smell.
Seeing this scene, whether it was Nalan Qing or Nalan Wushuang, they were all stupid,
and their hearts could not stop trembling.
Bai Yunfei’s face was full of joy, and he quickly knelt down and shouted respectfully:
“Congratulations to the Demon Venerable, congratulations to the Demon Venerable, for
successfully breaking away from the sealed magic mirror and regaining freedom.”
Hahaha…
Hearing this, Demon Venerable laughed loudly, his eyes focused on Nalanqing in the
next second, and he praised: “Yes, Bai Yunfei, I really did not see the wrong person, in
such a short time, you have found another pure yin person. Body.”
Bai Yunfei successfully concealed the matter of Su Qingyan before, and Demon
Venerable didn’t have the slightest doubt at that time.
Phew …
Demon Lord Gone’s gaze made Nalanqing feel uncomfortable, as if he was being
stared at by wild beasts. Nalan Wushuang, who was not far away, even had a chill
down his spine.
Soon, Nalanqing reacted and asked Bai Yunfei, “What are you going to do?”
Bai Yunfei smiled and said, “It’s very simple, Your Excellency Mozun needs to reshape
his body, and he needs a body of pure yang and a body of pure yin. , and Sect Master
Nalan, since you are pure yin, you have to sacrifice yourself.”

Saying that, Bai Yunfei’s eyes flashed with icy coldness, and he continued: “Sect Master
Nalan, I don’t want to do this either, but God’s will is so, There’s nothing I can do, and
it’s also a great honor for you to make sacrifices for Your Excellency Mozun!”
Shuh!
Hearing this, Nalanqing’s face changed, and her delicate body kept trembling.
It turns out that Bai Yunfei did this in order to make the demon respect the body…
At this time, Nalan Wushuang was also very nervous and kept yelling at Bai Yunfei: “Bai
Yunfei, you devil, let go of my mother, let go. she…”
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“Shut up!”
Bai Yunfei shouted angrily, and then slapped Nalan Wushuang in the face.
Snapped!
Because Nalan Wushuang was tapped on the acupuncture point, he couldn’t dodge at
all. He heard a clear sound, staggered a few steps, and fell directly to the ground.
It was at this moment that the illusory figure of Demon Lord Gone again turned into a
cloud of blood, directly shrouding Nalanqing.
“Go away, don’t touch me, go away…”
At the moment of being shrouded, Nalanqing’s delicate face was extremely pale, and
she kept drinking coquettishly. Powerless.
“Hahaha…”
At this time, the Demon Lord Gone was extremely excited, and while swallowing
Nalanqing, he couldn’t help but exclaim: “Yes, this pure yin body is very perfect…”
Buzz… Under the
devouring, a violent force swept the entire secret room.
“Stop, you stop…”
Seeing this, Nalan Wushuang kept shouting, tears kept streaming down, and the whole
person completely collapsed.

She grew up under the care of Nalanqing since she was a child, and her mother and
daughter were deeply in love. How could she bear it when she saw her mother being
swallowed by the Demon Venerable?
However, Nalan Wushuang’s acupoint was tapped, and the scene in front of him was
completely powerless to change.
Finally, under the extreme collapse, Nalan Wu’s eyes turned black and he fainted
directly.
And the devouring in the secret room continues.
After half an hour, the Demon Venerable completely completed the devouring, and he
saw that Nalan Qing’s perfect and charming body had turned into a skin and bones at
this time.
At this time, the Demon Lord Gone also formed a new body, but this body has not yet
formed skin, it looks bloody and very terrifying.
It only devoured the body of pure yin, so the rebirth of Demon Lord Gone was only half
completed. Only after the body of pure yang was swallowed, could a perfect body be
formed.
Even so, the Demon Venerable at this time was extremely excited.
“Hahaha…”
At this time, the Demon Lord Gone, suspended above the blood pool, laughed
wantonly: “It’s been 30,000 years, I’ve waited too long for this day!”
Bai Yunfei was also full of joy, and respectfully said: “Congratulations, Your Excellency
Mozun, you have successfully integrated the body of pure yin, and your subordinates
must find the body of pure yang as soon as possible, so that your Excellency can
completely reshape the body.”
Well!
Demon Lord Gone nodded, waved his hand and said, “Okay, you can step back first.”
Bai Yunfei hurriedly responded and took the unconscious Nalan Wushuang out of the
secret room.
“
Sect Master!” Ji Hongshang, who was guarding at the door, quickly came to meet him:
“How is it?”

Bai Yunfei smiled slightly: “Your Excellency Mozun has successfully merged!”
Hearing this, Ji Hongshang was very excited, Then he looked at Nalan Wushuang who
was in a coma, and frowned lightly: “Nalan Qing is dead, what should she do with her
daughter?”
Bai Yunfei thought for a while, then slowly said: “This Nalan Wushuang is still useful to
keep, it can’t be killed. !”
Saying that, Bai Yunfei thought of something and continued: “You told me before that in
the Treasure Pavilion of the Five Poison Sect, there is a kind of forgetting worry water,
after drinking it, you can forget everything. You take it for her, and then make up A set
of rhetoric that made her think that her mother died at the hands of Yue Feng,
understand?”
Bai Yunfei’s eyes were full of cunning when he said this.
After Nalanqing’s death, Nalan Wushuang’s position as the suzerain of Xia Yinzong
must be taken by Nalan Wushuang. In this case, as long as he controls Nalan
Wushuang, it means he controls Xia Yinzong.
“This subordinate understands!”
Ji Hongshang is a smart woman, she immediately understood Bai Yunfei’s meaning,
nodded in response, and quickly left with Nalan Wushuang.
Wangyou Water was originally the exclusive holy water of Wangyou Valley.
Wangyou Valley was originally a hidden organization. A few years ago, Su Qingyan was
brought to Wangyou Valley by chance, and was forced to take Wangyou Water and
forget everything. Later, Yue Feng knew the truth, and in a rage, ordered Tianmen
destroyed Wangyou Valley.
When Wangyou Valley was destroyed, a few disciples fled to the Western Cang
Continent, and were finally discovered by the Five Poison Sect. That’s how, the recipe
of Wangyou Water was also passed on to the Five Poison Sect.
Soon, Ji Hongshang took Nalan Wushuang to a forest on the mountain behind the main
altar.
Nalan Wushuang was still in a coma at this time.
call!
Looking at the unconscious Nalan Wushuang, Ji Hongshang’s beautiful face showed
some sympathy.

“Nalan Wushuang, everything is fate, if you want to blame, you can blame your own
fate.” Ji Hongshang’s red lips lightly parted, and she said to herself.

